**MultiCultural A**

Join us for an evening of community bonding and Neighbor Night Festival, April 11.

**STAFF NEWS**

**Title:** Administrative Manager

**Department:** Counseling Center

**Name:** Katherine Goodwin

**Fun/interesting fact:**

"I love the energy and pride for Baylor that is consistently felt on campus. It's a thrill to be a part of that!" 

"My husband and I love to travel! I am also a Certified Riding Instructor for English and Western Horseback riding."

**Student Life Job Listings**

We have a number of positions that will become available over the next few months. To read through and share.

**SPOTLIGHT**

**3. Sarah Harris (Student Leadership Development), 470 – Chosen winner: Marquette**

**4. Sharra Hynes (SLT), 480 points – Chosen winner: UConn**

**5. Jim Marsh (SLT), 450 points – Chosen winner: Iowa State**

**MEN'S TOURNAMENT**

**1. Chris Gomez (Campus Rec), 570 points – Chosen winner: Iowa**

**2. Tranquility Gordon (Multicultural A), 510 points – Chosen winner: South Carolina**

**WOMEN'S TOURNAMENT**

**1. Chelsea Sentell (Student Leadership Development), 500 points – Chosen winner: Baylor**

**2. Jennifer Crosslin (MSPL), 530 points – Chosen winner: South Carolina**

**COMING UP**

**Baylor Leadership Summit, March 21-22**

March 19, 2014

**Dear Division Colleagues,**

March 21-22 will mark the beginning of our second Baylor Leadership Summit. The purpose of this event is to equip our leaders with tools for engaging with the challenges of the day and to build a culture of mutual support. We have put together a schedule of engaging speakers and workshops designed to help create a sense of community and common purpose. Our goal is to help you build relationships and develop meaningful connections with each other as you reflect on leadership and the needs of our students.

We've made it to Easter break! May you experience a time of spiritual rest and rejuvenation this weekend as you reflect on the meaning of Good Friday and Easter Sunday.

**We are pleased to give Jessica Brooks, Intercultural Engagement Graduate Apprentice,**

**a focus on bringing revival and renewal to our campus and city. Other highlights of the Summit theme, “Constructive Hope”; recognizing the tension between hope and brokenness and choosing to work restoratively toward justice. The Summit embodied**
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